
CS210 - Programming Languages

Homework #4 - Fall 2020

Tools such as lex (or flex) can be used to automatically generate a scanner for a given lan-
guage. The scanner generated by lex partitions the input into lexemes as per the specification
provided to lex.

The next step in the process is to place these lexemes into legal phrases. Tools such as yacc (or
bison) can generate a parser that recognizes valid phrases in a given language generated by
an input grammar. Thus yacc is referred to as a parser generator. The name yacc is an acronym
for Yet Another Compiler Compiler, while the open source version is named bison, a pun on
yacc (“yak”). Yacc generates parsers for a class of grammars known as LALR(1). The input to
the parser generated by yacc is almost always the lexemes that are produced by the scanner
generated by lex. In fact, lex and yacc are so frequently used together that lots of people
forget that they can be used independently.

Yacc was first built in 1972 by Stephen C. Johnson. The original paper describing yacc is
posted on the web in hypertext form at http://dinosaur.compilertools.net/yacc. There are
many, many references for yacc and bison on the web, and if you’re interested in books “Lex
& Yacc” by John R. Levine, Tony Mason, and Doug Brown (O’Reilly and Associates, 1990) is
widely held in high regard. Yacc takes as input a grammar that you specify, and generates a
parser that recognizes valid “sentences” in that grammar.

The specification for yacc is provided in a file that by convention has .y as its extension. The
structure of the file containing the specification for yacc is very similar to the structure of the
file containing the specification for lex. This is because the file structure of lex was patterned
after the file structure of yacc. The general format for a yacc specification is:

declarations

%%

rules

%%

program segments

The declarations and program segments sections may be empty. The declarations sec-
tion contains declarations of the tokens used in the grammar, the types of values used by the
parser, and other miscellany. The declarations section may also contain a literal block of C
code (contained in %{ %} just like in a lex specification) that is copied into the top of the gen-
erated parser. The rules section contains the productions of the grammar for which yacc will
generate a parser. The productions in this section are presented in a form similar to BNF. The
program segments section contains C code that is copied verbatim into the generated parser
toward the end of the file.

As is the case with lex, when you use yacc the output is a file containing code in the C pro-
gramming language. The file that yacc generates is named y.tab.c by default. You can also
use yacc to generate a header file containing declarations and symbol type definitions that are
used by both lex and yacc by specifying the -d option when invoking yacc.



The Homework

On the course website you will find a project containing the files necessary to build a working
calculator using lex and yacc. For this homework you are to modify this working calculator
to add functionality as specified later in this document. The calculator project is composed of
the following files:

• Makefile
– This is the file that is used to build the project. You can build the project by just typing make on the

command line.

• calc.l
– This file contains the lex specification for the calculator project.

• calc.y
– This file contains the yacc specification for the calculator project.

• sym.h
– This file contains information describing the representation of symbols in the calculator language.

Information contained in this file is used by both calc.l and calc.y.

If you download and build this project without modifying any files, you will be presented
with a working (albeit limited) calculator. The following is a session using the calculator after
it has been built:

# calc

2/3

= 0.666667

a = 9 / 5

a

= 1.8

b = a + 2

b

= 3.8

c = (a + (b * 3))

c

= 13.2

In the example above, the bold text represents input from the user and text that does not
appear in bold is the output from the calculator. You should download and build the calculator
and verify that it works as depicted above before you begin working on this assignment. To
terminate a session, type CTRL-D - this key combination represents EOF.

Your objective for this assignment is to add the following functionality to the calculator:

1: Zero Division Check

The existing calculator does not perform a check to ensure that division by 0 is prohibited.
Please modify your calculator to perform a check to ensure that division by 0 is not allowed.
If you perform a division by 0 in the existing calculator, your results will be as follows:

# calc

4 / 0

= inf

a = 9 - (3 * 3)

a

= 0

4 / a

= inf



Modify your calculator so that it detects division by 0, emits a message of the form “divide by
zero” when such an operation is detected, and prohibits the operation from being performed.
A session running a working calculator that successfully performs this check is shown below:

# calc

4 / 0

divide by zero

= 4

a = 9 - (3 * 3)

a

= 0

4 / a

divide by zero

= 4

2: Unlimited Number of Symbols

The existing calculator only allows the user to define at most 3 symbols (variables). The names
for these symbols may be arbitrarily long, but there can be at most 3 defined. Please modify
your calculator so that it does not impose any (reasonable) limit on the number of symbols that
may be in use at any given time. Modify your calculator so that symbols are stored in a linked
list or a hash table or some other dynamic structure that places no practical upper bound on
the number of symbols that can be defined at any given time.

The following session shows the behavior of the existing calculator:

# calc

width = 198.22

height = 1901.43

area = width * height

depth = 24.3

Too many symbols

In the session above, the calculator has detected that the user has attempted to use more than
3 symbols, so it emits the message “Too many symbols” and immediately terminates. Your
modified version should produce output similar to that below.

# calc

width = 198.22

height = 1901.43

area = width * height

depth = 24.3

volume = area * depth * 1.35

volume

= 1.23643e+07

3: Constant Symbols

All symbols in the existing calculator are readable and writable. It is often the case that prede-
fined constant symbols are used in calculations with the expectation that these constants may
not be overwritten. Please modify your calculator so that it starts up with predefined constant
symbols PI (= 3.14159) and PHI (= 1.61803) whose values cannot be modified.

A session running a working calculator that contains the predefined constants PI and PHI is
shown below:



# calc

PI

= 3.14159

PHI

= 1.61803

r = 11.4

circlearea = PI * r * r

circlearea

= 408.281

height = 9.23

cylvol = circlearea * height

cylvol

= 3768.43

PI = 23

assign to const

PI

= 3.14159

4: Symbol Inventory

Modify your calculator so that it will output a “symbol inventory” in response to entering
a ‘?’ (question mark). A session showing a working calculator that implements the symbol
inventory command is shown below:

# ./calc

?

num-syms: 2

PHI => 1.61803

PI => 3.14159

a = PI / PHI * (PI / 2)

a

= 3.04988

b = a - PI

9 / 5

= 1.8

a

= 3.04988

b

= -0.0917121

?

num-syms: 4

PHI => 1.61803

PI => 3.14159

a => 3.04988

b => -0.0917121

c = b * (PHI + 1)

d = (((c / (a - PHI) * b) + 2.6 * PI * PI) * ((a + b + c) * PHI))

c

= -0.240105

?

num-syms: 6

PHI => 1.61803

PI => 3.14159

a => 3.04988

b => -0.0917121

c => -0.240105

d => 112.922

Note that the symbols should be listed in lexicographical order, according to its ASCII code.



Your solution will consist of several files, including both flex and bison specifications, possi-
bly additional source/header/data files, and a Makefile that builds the entire project. Create
a tar file containing an archive of all of the files necessary to build your homework project,
then use checkin to submit this single file. Your tar file should only include the files re-
quired to build your project - it should not include any files generated by flex and bison.
Your Makefile should include a “clean” rule that removes any generated files that are created
during the build.


